How to Improve the Actual Effect of Computer-Assisted Teaching?
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“The computer was born to solve problems that did not exist before.”

–Bill Gates

CLARK & STARR (1986) found in a study that the amount of memory of students varies depending on the situation: 10% of people can remember the information or knowledge “read”; 20% can remember the “heard” information; 30% of people can remember what they “see”; 50% of people can remember what they “hear and see”; 70% of people can remember information “said”; 90% can remember the “said and done” things. Therefore, if the learner only uses reading or listening or seeing methods when studying, the amount of memory of information is limited, but if the learner can do it by hand, it can deepen the impression and increase the memory capacity of information. Although traditional textbooks can assist learners to record external information in words, they still have certain limitations on abstract mathematical knowledge or scientific learning, and the rapid development of computers can make up for this deficiency. Computers can present dynamic images and provide learners with a powerful learning and perceptual experience, enabling learners to be more perceptive to abstract concepts (Fan, 2014).

Therefore, since IBM designed the first computer-assisted teaching system based on the IBM650 computer in 1958, computers have become an important form of auxiliary teaching (da Cruz, 2021). During this period, due to the large computer mainframe, it was not until the advent of microcomputers...
In the late 1970s to the late 1980s that the Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) project was applied in schools, and then interactive multimedia entered schools. With the influence of long-distance communication and the Internet, the model and method of CAI have undergone major changes: using computers to help or replace teachers to discuss teaching content with students in a dialogue mode, arrange teaching progress, transmit teaching information, and conduct teaching training, which makes computers supplementary teaching has received wider attention.

In terms of purpose, this kind of attention is more about the effect of CAI. Since then, whenever a new media or software appeared, the first question that education researchers asked was: Can this media or software be used for teaching? Can learning be done through this media/software? Compared with the original teaching media or similar teaching software, can this new media/new software be more effective in improving learning efficiency and teaching quality and optimizing teaching goals?

In the process of research on teaching effects, two opinions have gradually formed. One group believes that computer-assisted teaching can improve student performance more than traditional methods, and is especially beneficial to poor students and elementary school students (Kulik & Kulik, 1991; Cheung & Slavin, 2012). The other faction believes that the effect of computers on performance is only a “carrier”, and it has no effect on the improvement of student performance, and even has a negative effect on student development (Clark, 1989; Fang & Huang, 2019). Even with the development of multimedia software so far, more forms of auxiliary teaching have emerged, such as electronic schoolbags (Li, 2019), education big data (Li & Xia, 2020), etc. But on the whole, the two parties have failed to reach a consensus.

In this issue of the magazine, Gu et al. (2021) discussed whether Abracadabra (ABRA), electronic software that focuses on natural spelling and aims to improve English reading ability, can improve the English reading ability of Chinese elementary school students. They explored the effect of using ABRA software on students of different grades by way of experimental research. The research results show that ABRA software can improve the abilities of students of all grades to varying degrees. From the perspective of language acquisition, this proved that the use of electronic software for teaching plays a positive role in students’ academic performance. At the same time, the authors also noticed that under the same teaching conditions, the use of ABRA reading software for teaching in the second and third grades was not as effective as in the first grade. It is believed that the factors affecting this result were students’ learning level and teachers’ attitudes and methods towards e-learning software (Gu et al., 2021).

Based on this article, we can draw a conclusion: Internet teaching using electronic teaching software or other multimedia can play a certain role in promoting academic performance, just like traditional teaching. Therefore, the problem is not that schools do not use computers or the Internet, but how...
to best use them, and should explore what methods are most effective for what kind of students under what conditions.

As Schramm said that any media, within its own limits, could complete any educational task, whether a student could learn more from one media than from another, and it seemed that it depends not only on what media was used, but also on how the media was used (Simonson & Thompson, 1997).

The study by Gu et al. (2021) gave us some enlightenment. For the same e-learning software, the implementation effect will be different due to the school’s software/hardware conditions; teacher’s teaching style, teacher’s mastery and understanding, and students’ learning characteristics. Then, when conducting computer or Internet-assisted teaching, we should comprehensively consider the influence of students, teachers, application environment and other factors. Pay attention to every link from software design to its application and the important role played by teachers. The characteristics of individual development of students cannot be ignored, and their abilities to solve problems and learn how to learn should be cultivated.
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